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STONEFLIES OR CADDIS?
On Tasmania’s highland lakes the 
main aquatic insect hatches start in 
late spring, with a continuous progres-
sion of hatches throughout summer 
until we come to the autumn terres-
trial falls. One of the earliest daytime 
hatches of consequence is the small 
grey stonefly, often mistaken for the 
more common and abundant caddis. 
Stoneflies appear in good numbers on 
any bright sunny day from late Sep-
tember through to mid-summer.

I’m willing to bet they don’t taste 
too good, because trout can feed en-
thusiastically on them or just take a 
few and ignore the rest. But they will 
always take a few, letting us know 
where they are, which makes it easier 
to target those fish—and a welcome 
change from flogging wets.

Laurie’s stonefly imitation is best 
drifted out where you have seen a rise 
or two, usually in the lee of flooded 
bushes and tussocks where the adult 
stoneflies gather. Give it a twitch to 
attract fish to the movement. These 
flies are active as they flutter and 
tumble across the water. 

Caddis hatches are more likely to 
happen at sunrise or late in the after-
noon on calm days throughout sum-
mer. Large swarms gather as they mate 
and touch the water to lay their eggs.

Laurie recalls one evening on the 
shores of Lake Big Jim, fishing with 
Mr Caddis himself, Gary LaFontaine. 
Massive clouds of caddis swarmed 
along the shore and over the still water. 
“When I tied one of my patterns to 
Gary’s tippet and handed it to him, to 
my amazement he reached for the fly 
and squashed it. When I asked why, he 
replied that it makes the fly lay flat on 
the water, causing a halo effect. I asked 
Gary to try my fly without squashing it, 
and I dressed it with floatant for him. 
He was astonished how well the fly 
worked, catching 11 fish, the highlight 
of his Tasmanian trip.”

A STANDOUT MIDGE
Midges are a staple hatch through 
most of the season on the high-
land lakes. On cold summer mornings 
they’re always on the water, especially 
on the larger lakes such as Great Lake 
and Arthurs, where they gather in 
slicks and wind lanes. Chironomids 
are tasty enough to get trout up on the 
surface in big numbers, to feed on the 
hatching pupae and to snip the adult 
midges off the top.

If you want to consistently catch 
midging fish on dry flies, you will 
need a good floater that stands out 
from all the naturals on offer, so 
it gets noticed, and taken. Laurie’s  

chironomid imitation with its green 
wing and orange body is a classic 
blend of imitation and skulduggery. It 
is also a very successful fly. Its colour-
ing makes this fly visible amongst the 
naturals in the wind lanes, and the fish 
seem to notice and pick it up too.

MATCHAM’S CAENID 
Not much bigger than a midge, the 
tiny caenid mayfly forms an impor-
tant early-summer hatch on many of 
the smaller highland lakes including 
Penstock, Dee and the London Lakes 
waters (see FL#67). And like midges, 
they usually hatch best early in the 
morning. Despite their small size, 
they attract the trout’s attention just as 
much as the larger mayflies.

 W
hen I met Guy Westmore in 
Hobart and realised he was an 
entomologist, I knew we were 
going trout fishing together. 
And so it happened in early 
summer when we fished Woods 

Lake in the Tasmanian highlands. 
Guy took some great photographs of 
aquatic insects and caught some good 
fish. Inspired by the photography, I 
enlisted Laurie Matcham to supply 
some favourite flies to match the main 
daytime hatches.

I first met Laurie at a tackle show 
in Melbourne, bought a number of  

his flies and found them all to be  
great imitations and good trout catch-
ers. I have been a fan ever since. 
Around this period I started a trout 
guiding business out of Hobart and 
Laurie was good enough to mentor 
me on many trips over the following 
years. We mostly fished the lakes in 
the eastern and central highlands.  
For me it was a fascinating opportu-
nity to try his proven patterns, with 
Laurie himself showing me how to 
use them. We had some fantastic 
sessions tying the flies then flying 
the ties.

Where traditional feathers, furs and 
threads don’t meet his needs, Laurie 
is quick to experiment with unortho-
dox materials such as bleached bam-
boo, metallic threads and wedding 
dress material. When conventional 
patterns don’t take trout, his tying 
ability takes over as he winds, dyes, 
braids and crochets his creations with 
painstaking perfection. Despite his 
great skills in imitating the natural 
insects, when it comes to matching 
the hatch, Laurie says his funda-
mental goal as a fly tier is simply ‘to 
catch fish.’

A mayfly dun (Atalophlebia australis) sheltering in the lakeside shrubbery.

Bob McKinley looks at summer hatches in the 
Tasmanian highlands, and the dry flies to match them. 

Insect photography: Guy Westmore
Studio photography: Brad Harris

Flies: Laurie Matcham

Hatches & Matches

HOOk: Mustad R30 #12–14
BODY: Crocheted yellow sparkle 
Madeira thread
THOrAx: Chocolate and grey  
mixed Antron
WING: Painted organza
HACkLE: Brown saddle
ANTENNA: Hackle stems

LM BROWN CADDIS

HOOk: Mustad R30 #12—14
TAIL: Fine goose biots
BODY: Crocheted grey metallic 
Madeira thread
WING:  Painted organza
HACkLE: Grey dun 
ANTENNA: Hackle stems

LM GREY STONEFLY

Laurie collects Hardy tackle and ties beautiful flies.
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two traditional patterns stand out as 
all-time great flies—the Highland Dun 
and the March Brown. These patterns 
have been catching trout for over a 
hundred years and are still successful 
imitations.

Laurie’s version of the larger duns 
commonly seen on the highland lakes 
features a crocheted metallic body, 
turkey wing and parachute hackle. 
It looks so realistic on the water, and 
fish take it with ease. This pattern is 
usually fished static as a single fly, 
and presented in front of any surface-
feeding trout. 

The other highly successful style 
of fly to use during a dun hatch is 
the emerger, which some say is the 
best mayfly imitation of all. Its design 
allows it to sit ‘in’ more than ‘on’ the 
water, making it more visible and vul-
nerable from the trout’s point of view, 
and therefore more likely to be taken. 
Laurie’s mayfly emerger can be fished 
as a single fly or in a team of up to 
three flies, and left static, twitched or 
pulled through the top of the waves, 
making it very versatile.

Laurie first developed this fly,  
originally called the Nelson Green 
Emerger, for the NZ One Fly compe-
tition (FL#12) in 1996. Since then, 
the fly has developed an upright wing 
behind the foam post, making it vis-
ible to the angler, though it still rides 
low in the water.

SPINNER TIME 
As soon as the mayfly duns hatch 
they fly to shore, where they shelter 
for some time before shedding their 
skin again to become the clear-winged 
adults that we call spinners. Those 
found in the Tasmanian highlands are 
generally recognised as red spinners 
or black spinners, although in real-
ity the species, colours and sizes may 
vary from water to water.

Laurie’s caenid, tied and tested dur-
ing many years as a guide at London 
Lakes, is as close to the real thing as 
you can get, with its bright bleached 
wing, black hackle and body. It sits 
so well on the water and stands out 
amongst the naturals. Tied on a size 
18 hook, it’s a real fish taker.

Fish this fly static and put it right 
in front of a feeding fish. This is often 
harder than it looks, requiring repeated 
quick and accurate casting. Sometimes 
the hatch gets so intense that your fly 
is continually overlooked amongst so 
many naturals on the water. When this 
happens, I have found that a bigger 
fly (like Laurie’s mayfly emerger) will 
often do the job. 

DUNS WITH A TWIST
Highland lakes including Little Pine, 
Penstock, Arthurs, Woods, Bronte and 

so many others are famous for their 
mid-summer daytime mayfly hatches. 
The ‘dun hatch’ is the rise that anglers 
spend so much time and effort trying 
to find. When they are ‘on’, it is the 
biggest buzz of the season.

In the highlands the hatches run 
from November through to the end of 
February, depending on altitude and 
location. The hatch is very weather 
and water temperature dependent, 
and not necessarily consistent from 
year to year. The biggest hatches are 
found on overcast, relatively calm 
days with a water temperature of 
around 14 to 16°C.

When there are sufficient numbers 
of hatching duns on top of the water, 
trout will readily start surface feeding, 
offering anglers some of the best sight 
fishing imaginable. As for flies, there 
are hundreds of dun imitations but 

Mayfly spinners prefer warm, calm and overcast afternoons.

HOOk: Mustad R30 #12—14
TAIL: Brown hackle stems
BODY: Crocheted brown metallic 
Madeira thread
WING: Turkey
HACkLE: Dyed brown grizzle

LM DUN

HOOk: Mustad 80050 or  
Partridge YK12ST #14–16
TAIL: Brown hackle fibres
rIB: Gold wire
BODY: Brown Antron
WING: White organza
POST: Black or brown closed  
cell foam
HACkLE: Dyed brown grizzle

LM EMERGER

TrouT love mayfly spinners 
WhaTever The colour and 
size, and Will be seen 
leaping ouT of The WaTer 
WiTh remarkable agiliTy...

Hatches & Matches  . . . continued

HOOk: Mustad R30 #14—18
TAIL: Grizzle hackle fibres
rIB: Brown Monocord
BODY: Orange silk
WING: Dyed green grizzle feather 
clipped to shape
HACkLE: Grey dun

LM CHIRONOMID

HOOk: Mustad C49S #16—22
TAIL: Black hackle fibres
BODY: Black Antron yarn
WING: Bleached raffia
HACkLE: Black

LM CAENID

Guy Westmore in action at Woods Lake. Laurie focused on the job at hand. 
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The adult spinners fly and mate in 
relatively calm and mild conditions, 
usually later in the afternoon, when 
they flit around and dip on the water 
laying eggs close-in along sheltered 
lake edges. Trout love mayfly spinners 
whatever the colour and size, and 
will be seen leaping out of the water 
with remarkable agility and accuracy, 
catching them on the wing. 

Laurie’s black spinner with its long 
tail, fine black ribbed body and dou-
ble hackle allows the fly to sit high on 
the water, attracting big fish. This fly 
is best twitched occasionally to pro-
duce some movement, or pulled with 
short strips across the water in the 
vicinity of feeding trout.

Laurie’s red spinner is tied using a 
red/orange grizzle hackle and Antron 
body. When the trout are searching 
and sipping down spinners in the still 
edges of the lake, or in the waves 
(down the centre of Penstock for 
example), it is deadly. This fly is also 
a favourite of mine on Woods Lake, 
where I fish it in the weed and around 
the shores.

 
THOSE DAMSEL LEAPERS
Damsel feeders, like spinner feeders, 
are found in sheltered waters and 

around reeds and weed beds. Dam-
selflies are present in all the main 
highland lakes and trout feed actively 
on the nymphs from early in the sea-
son. The best hatches occur during 
high summer, when trout can be seen 
leaping to take damsels in flight on 
warm sunny days. This can make for 
hard fishing.

As with the spinner, Laurie’s dam-
selfly can be fished static or with 
assisted movement. Only trial and 
error will find what works best on the 
day, but skating it across the water 
or at least twitching it will usually 
result in a savage take. This fly works 
best when fishing over the hollows 
amongst the weed beds. Tied on a 
keel hook, it can be lifted and recast 
without hooking the weed. F L

HOOk: Mustad 80150  
or Partridge K6ST #12—14  
TAIL: Braided line
BODY: Blue metallic Madeira thread
WING CASE: Blue closed cell foam
HACkLE: Natural grizzle
EYES: 30 lb nylon (burnt to shape) 

LM DAMSEL 

HOOk: Mustad R30 #12—14
TAIL: Black hackle fibres
rIB: Gold wire
BODY: Black Antron yarn
HACkLE: Black, and grey dun 

LM BLACK SPINNER

HOOk: Mustad R30 #12—14
TAIL: Moose mane 
BODY: Crocheted orange Antron yarn
HACkLE: Dyed orange grizzle

LM RED SPINNER

Hatches & Matches  . . . continued

as WiTh The spinner, laurie’s damselfly can be 
fished sTaTic or WiTh assisTed movemenT...

Austrolestes cingulatus,  
metallic ringtail damselfly.

For flies and further information  
contact laurie.matcham@bigpond.com
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